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Abstract

In force field methods, the usage of off-center point-charges, also called extra-points

(EPs), is a common strategy to tackle the anisotropy of the electrostatic potential of

covalently-bonded halogens (X), thus allowing the description of halogen bonds (XBs)

at the molecular mechanics / molecular dynamics (MM/MD) level. Diverse EP im-

plementations exist in the literature differing on the charge sets and/or the X–EP

distances. Poisson–Boltzmann and surface area (PBSA) calculations can be used to

obtain solvation free energies (∆Gsolv) of small molecules, often to compute binding

free energies (∆Gbind) at the MM-PBSA level. This method depends, among other

parameters, on the empirical assignment of atomic radii (PB radii). Given the multi-

plicity of off-center point-charges models and the lack of specific PB radii for halogens

compatible with such implementations, in this work we assessed the performance of

PBSA calculations for the estimation of ∆Gsolv values in water (∆Ghyd), also conduct-

ing an optimization of the halogen PB radii (Cl, Br, and I) for each EP model. We
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not only expand the usage of EP models in the scope of the General AMBER Force

Field (GAFF) but also provide the first optimized halogen PB radii in the context

of the CHARMM General Force Field (CGenFF), thus contributing to improving the

description of halogenated compounds in PBSA calculations.

keywords: hydration free energy, halogen radii, extra-point, PBSA calculations, halo-

genated ligands, halogen bonding

Introduction

The determination of binding free energies (∆Gbind) is of extreme importance in computer-

aided drug discovery1,2 and, in order to obtain accurate results, the solvation free energy

(∆Gsolv) must be properly estimated. Furthermore, ∆Gsolv is by itself an important property

in the study and characterization of compounds, therefore, the estimation of ligand hydra-

tion free energies, ∆Ghyd, is paramount as most biomolecular processes occur in water.3,4

Free energy perturbation (FEP) and thermodynamic integration (TI) methods can be used

to calculate both ∆Gbind and ∆Gsolv,5–9 but at a cost of being computationally demanding.

On the other hand, the molecular mechanics-Poisson-Boltzmann surface area (MM-PBSA)

method has the advantage of requiring a much lower computational cost to obtain both

quantities, hence, it can be applied to large libraries of compounds.10,11 In this method, the

hydration (solvation) free energies of the components of the system (e.g. protein–ligand) are

estimated using the Poisson–Boltzmann (PB) equation and surface area (SA) calculations,

which, among other terms, depends on atomic charges and a set of atomic radii, often called

PB radii , which are used to define the solute (εin) and solvent (εout) regions (Figure 1).

Covalently-bonded halogens (R–X, with X = Cl, Br, I) possess anisotropic electronic

features, showing a positive region in their electrostatic potential, called the σ–hole, which

enables their interaction with a Lewis base (B).12 This type of R–X· · ·B interaction, known as

halogen bond (XB),13 has found application in diverse fields of (bio)chemical sciences.14,15
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of a halogenated molecule in a PBSA calculation: an off-
center point-charge (EP) is placed at a given distance from the halogen X (dX· · ·EP) whereas
the halogen PB radius along with those of the remainder atoms, is used to define the region
of the solute (εin) and the solvent (εout).

Indeed, there are numerous examples were XBs play an important role in anion recogni-

tion,16,17 catalysis,18 and in protein-ligand systems,19–21 this latter case showing their rele-

vance in medicinal chemistry. In fact, halogenated compounds are strongly present in drug

discovery,20,22 mainly due to their propensity to improve drug-like properties such as mem-

brane permeability and pharmacokinetic stability.23,24 Therefore, computational methods

aiming at describing halogenated ligands and their association with a biomolecular target

must provide a proper description of the σ–hole which is not straightforwardly achieved by

standard force fields (FFs) as these typically consider halogen atoms to carry a negative

charge leading to unfavorable interactions with other negative atoms.21 To overcome this

problem, various strategies to emulate the σ–hole in empirical FFs emerged, namely, electric

multipole expansions, aspherical interatomic potentials, and off-center point charges.25 The

latter methodology is quite simple and consists of placing a positive charge, often called

extra point (EP), at a given distance from the halogen along the R–X bond axis to emulate

the σ–hole (Figure 1). This strategy has the advantage of a rather low impact on the com-
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putational cost which is important for large-scale simulations. Thus, a variety of different

implementations of the EP strategy were published26–33 differing in the charge-fitting scheme

or charges assigned, and on the X· · ·EP distance (dX· · ·EP). These implementations are able

to properly describe XBs in molecular dynamics simulations of protein–ligand systems.21

In some studies, MD trajectories were used in MM-(GB/PB)SA (GB = Generalized Born)

calculations to estimate ∆Gbind
26,34–37 and even though the presence of an EP usually leads

to accurate results regarding protein–ligand geometries and sampling of XBs, its impact on

the accuracy of ∆Gsolv predictions when using such methods is yet to be properly evaluated.

Very recently,38 we showed that a problematic issue arises when using PBSA calcu-

lations combined with a common off-center point-charge implementation for the General

Amber Force Field (GAFF)39 that uses a dX· · ·EP value corresponding to the Lennard-Jones

(LJ) parameter Rmin of the halogen26 along with restrained electrostatic potential (RESP)

charges40 fitted for all particles (here denoted EP1 method). Indeed, since PB radii sets

such as PARSE41 or modified Bondi (mbondi)42 do not include specific values for the heavier

halogens, standard radii (rstd) are commonly taken from the literature4,43 (Table S1). How-

ever, these values are smaller than Rmin, thus placing the EP outside the halogen radius, i.e.,

in the solvent dielectric, leading to a poor estimation of ∆Gsolv. By conducting an optimiza-

tion we provided a new set of halogen PB radii (ropt) that can be used with dX· · ·EP = Rmin in

the context of GAFF (EP1 )26 yielding mean absolute error (MAE) values between experi-

mental and calculated ∆Gsolv values lower than 1.5 kcal mol−1 as opposed to 4.2 kcal mol−1

when standard radii are used. This work also showed that even without EP addition, the

halogen PB radii can be slightly optimized (MAE below 1.8 kcal mol−1 vs 2.0 kcal mol−1

without optimization). A grid of dX· · ·EP values and halogen PB radii eventually showed

the nonexistence of optimal parameters as a wide range of pairs yield low MAE values, also

demonstrating that the optimization strategy can be ported into other FFs and/or off-center

point-charge implementations.

Given the diverse EP strategies that can be used for performing MD simulations (and
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possibly MM-PBSA calculations), some of them also placing the EP outside the halogen

radius (i.e. dX· · ·EP > rstd) herein, we assess the performance of PBSA in the estimation

of ∆Gsolv in water (∆Ghyd) using three different off-center point-charge implementations

from literature in the context of GAFF27,29 and CHARMM30 force fields, also conducting

an optimization of the PB radii for Cl, Br, and I for each EP model. With this work

we aim at improving the description of halogenated compounds in structure-based virtual

screening approaches by providing methods that accurately estimate ∆Gsolv values which are

paramount to understand protein–ligand binding events. Moreover, and since the addition of

EPs is not limited to halogens, being also important to address anisotropic electronic features

in other elements such sulfur (σ–hole),44,45 oxygen or nitrogen atoms (lone pairs),44,46 this

work might also lay the ground for expanding the optimizations to those elements.

Methods

Experimental Data

From FreeSolv47(version 0.5148), a database of experimental and simulation data of hy-

dration free energies, 142 halogenated molecules were taken, comprising 107 chlorinated, 23

brominated, and 12 iodinated compounds which were analysed independently. As before,38

compounds containing multiple halogens from different elements in their structure (other

than fluorine), namely, ID 4506634 (2-bromo-2-chloro-1,1,1-trifluoroethane) and ID 7768165

(1-bromo-2-chloroethane) were excluded from our analysis. Regarding fluorine-containing

molecules, only compounds comprising also heavier halogens in their structure were consid-

ered.

Off-center point-charge models

We used three different off-center point-charge implementations taken from the literature

termed EP2 ,27 EP3 ,29 and EP4 .30 For all of them, only one EP is added along the C–
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X covalent bond axis with the C–X· · ·EP angle being fixed at 180.0◦. Their main features,

namely, dX· · ·EP and atomic charges assigned to the EP (qEP) are summarized in Table 1. The

values for EP1 model, studied in an earlier publication,38 are also shown for comparison.

Table 1: General information (dX· · ·EP in Å and EP charges, qEP) for the different methods
used in this work.

GAFF CHARMM
EP1 EP2 EP3 EP4

Halogen dX· · ·EP qEP dX· · ·EP qEP dX· · ·EP qEP dX· · ·EP qEP

Cl 1.948
RESP fitted Best fit to QM ESPa

1.00 0.1 1.64 0.05
Br 2.020 1.30 0.2 1.89 0.05
I 2.150 1.60 0.3 2.20 0.05

a The list of dX· · ·EP values is given in Tables S2-S4.

The first off-center point-charge model studied in this work was proposed by Sironi and

co-workers27 (Table 1, EP2 ) in the context of AMBER/GAFF.39 In this approach, atomic

charges are fitted for all atoms (including the EP) using a RESP fitting procedure, and

dX· · ·EP values are determined individually for each molecule by minimizing the error of the

fit to the reference quantum-mechanical (QM) electrostatic potential (ESP). Thus, using

previously optimized geometries at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory49–54 with Gaus-

sian 09, Revision A.2,55 the reference ESPs were generated at the HF/6-31G(d)56–58 level

of theory for all elements, with the exception of iodine, for which the 6-311G(d)54 basis

set was used. The remainder parameters are described in an earlier publication.38 Atomic

partial charges were obtained by applying the restrained ESP (RESP)40 procedure using

the antechamber59 module as implemented in AmberTools17.60 During this RESP fitting

procedure, an EP was placed along the C–X covalent bond by varying dX· · ·EP from 1 Å to

4 Å with 0.01 Å increments. According to the EP2 model strategy, the selected dX· · ·EP val-

ues were the ones minimizing the relative root-mean-square (RRMS) error of the fit. When

dX· · ·EP was larger than Rmin, the value of Rmin and respective atomic charges were attributed

instead. The final dX· · ·EP values obtained for each compound are presented in Tables S2-S4.
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Notice that in EP2 , and owing to the variable nature of the dX· · ·EP values, the EP is often

placed in the water dielectric when using standard halogen PB radii (Table S1), i.e. dX· · ·EP

> rstd (see also the Off-center point-charge model EP2 section in Results and Discussion).

The second method tested, EP3 , also called “no fit” explicit σ–hole (ESH), was pro-

posed by Hobza and co-workers29 in the context of AMBER/GAFF.39 In this work a Br–EP

distance of 1.5 Å and an EP charge of 0.20e were suggested as universal parameters. These

values were reviewed in a subsequent publication,61 also providing dX· · ·EP and qEP values

for iodine and chlorine. In this case, the same RESP fitting procedure as described before

was performed without EP addition. Then, the EP was added at the corresponding dX· · ·EP

value and a charge (qEP) was attributed (Table 1, EP3 ). The value of qEP is then subtracted

from the halogen charge, while the other atomic partial charges were not modified. Notice

than once charges are obtained for a given set of molecules, no additional calculations are

necessary to assign EP charges, thus saving computational time which could be useful for

high-throughput calculations.61 In this EP model, the dX· · ·EP values are always smaller than

the corresponding rstd and therefore, the EP is correctly placed within the solute dielectric.

The last method explored in this work, named EP4 , is based on the parameterization

of XBs in the CHARMM General Force Field (CGenFF).30 In this case, and similarly to

EP3 , the EP distances and charges for each halogen are fixed (Table 1, EP4 ). To the best

of our knowledge, no specific halogen PB radii exist to be employed along with CGenFF

parameters. In this work, we used the halogen Rmin values as rstd placeholders for the

subsequent optimization (see Table S5 and Discussion below). Hence, using the standard

values, dX· · ·EP < rstd which correctly places the EP in the solute. The platform Ligand

Reader & Modeler62 from CHARMM-GUI,63 or in some specific cases for which CHARMM-

GUI failed to create a topology file, the CGenFF server (https://cgenff.umaryland.edu)64

were used to generate CHARMM topologies containing atomic charges. Unfortunately for

compounds ID 2996632 (chloroform), ID 6359135 (carbon-tetrachloride) and ID 8311321

(chloro-difluoro-methane), CHARMM topolgies could not be obtained, thus decreasing the
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number of chlorinated molecules analyzed to 104. A direct conversion of the CHARMM

topology to an AMBER compatible one (e.g. using CHAMBER65), which could be read

by the pbsa program of AmberTools 17,60 was not performed since colinear lonepairs are

not supported. Therefore the CHARMM topologies were converted to a free-format pqr file

using in-house scripts.

PBSA Calculations

We followed a similar procedure as the one described in reference 21. Succinctly, PBSA

calculations were performed using the pbsa program provided in AmberTools 17,60 with a

single conformation per compound. These type of data sets are most frequently constituted

by compounds with few rotatable bonds,4 thus averaging over multiple conformations has

only a marginal impact on the results.66 Indeed, in our previous work,38 no significant

improvement is achieved after systematic conformational search for selected compounds.

The solvation free energy (∆Gsolv) was computed from the contribution of a polar component

(∆Gpolar) and a nonpolar component (∆Gnonpolar):

∆Gsolv = ∆Gpolar + ∆Gnonpolar (1)

The ∆Gpolar accounts for the electrostatic contribution to the total solvation free energy,

obtained by a finite difference solution of the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation.

On the other hand, the ∆Gnonpolar returns the contribution of solute-solvent hydrophobic

interactions and cavitation. A solvent probe radius of 1.4 Å was used to define the solvent

excluded surface and the solute and solvent dielectric constants were set to 1 and 80, respec-

tively, thus setting ∆Gsolv = ∆Ghyd. The remainder parameters can be found in reference

38.

In the context of AMBER/GAFF (methods EP2 , EP3 ) we used three different calcu-

lation setups, termed pb1 , pb2 , and pb3 , representing different flavors usually employed
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for MM-PBSA calculations with this force field (Table S6). Briefly, for pb1 and pb2 setups,

the PARSE41 and mbondi radii,42 respectively, are used for both ∆Gpolar and ∆Gnonpolar

calculations. For pb3 , ∆Gpolar is calculated using mbondi radii whereas for ∆Gnonpolar, at-

tractive (∆Gdispersion) and repulsive interactions are treated separately.10,67 This is done by

using a surface-based integration method for the ∆Gdispersion term while the molecular vol-

ume enclosed by SASA (SAV) is estimated for the calculation of the cavity repulsive term

using the Rmin values as atomic radii. Atomic radii were assigned by default by leap in

AmberTools 1760 for each set (PARSE and mbondi), with minor corrections and the values

are provided in Table S1.

In the context of CHARMM/CGenFF, we used a calculation setup, termed pb4 (Ta-

ble S6), similar to the one described in reference 68 which applied CHARMM36 (C36) and

CGenFF to reproduce the experimental solvation free energies of a set of 70 molecules yield-

ing an RMS of 2.5 kcal mol−1. Similarly to this work, herein both ∆Gpolar and ∆Gnonpolar

were calculated using the set of radii from Nina et al.69 and Banavali et al.70 (see Table S5)

and setting γ = 0.005 kcal mol−1 Å−2 while the constant term, β was set to zero.

For all tested off-center point-charge models and PBSA setups, the PB radii of the halogen

atoms (Cl, Br, I) were varied between 1.00 and 4.00 Å at incremental values of 0.01 Å

while keeping those of the remaining elements constant. A value of 0.00 Å was assigned

to both the EP PB radius and its Rmin value (a detailed explanation on how to run PBSA

calculations with an EP was given in an earlier publication).38 It is important to mention

that in setups pb1 , pb2 , and pb4 the variation of the halogen PB radius affects both

∆Gpolar and ∆Gnonpolar terms. For pb3 , the halogen radius variation only affects ∆Gpolar,

while the contribution of ∆Gnonpolar is constant as it only depends on the Rmin value.

The mean absolute error (MAE), calculated as

MAE = n−1

n∑
i=1

|∆Gsolv(calc)i −∆Gsolv(exp)i| (2)
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was used to evaluate the accuracy of the solvation free energy values. It consists of the

unsigned difference between the computed (∆Gsolv(calc)) and experimental (∆Gsolv(exp))

values, averaged for each entire subset of compounds (n).

Results and Discussion

The solvation free energies (∆Gsolv) for a set of halogenated molecules taken from the

FreeSolv database47 were estimated using PBSA calculations with different calculation setups

(pb1 , pb2 , pb3 , and pb4 ). Three off-center point-charge models (EP2 , EP3 , and EP4 ),

meant to tackle the anisotropy of the halogens, were evaluated in the context of PBSA

calculations aiming at the optimization of the halogen radii by comparing the calculated

∆Gsolv values with the experimental ones. A comparison with the values obtained in a

previous work using EP1 38 is also performed. A discussion for each EP model is presented

in the following sections.

Off-center point-charge model EP2

As mentioned previously, model EP2 is based on the work of Sironi and co-workers,27

and considers the ability of the EP to reproduce the full anisotropy of the potential around

the halogen by using the X· · ·EP distance that yield the best fit to the QM electrostatic

potential. This means that, for each compound, a specific X· · ·EP distance is assigned along

with atomic charges which are attributed to all atoms (including the EP) by the RESP

procedure. We therefore applied this method to our library of halogenated compounds and

the X· · ·EP distances (dX· · ·EP) that provide the best fit of the ESP against the QM potential

are summarized in Tables S2-S4. Notice that for the subsequent PBSA calculations, when

the obtained dX· · ·EP values are larger than Rmin, dX· · ·EP is set to the Rmin value since

placing the EP beyond this value might lead to instabilities during MD simulations.25 The

distribution of dX· · ·EP values for each dataset is shown in Figure 2. For iodinated molecules,
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Figure 2: Distribution of dX· · ·EP values (Å) assigned using EP2 .

the assigned distances are in the 1.25–2.41 Å range with a maximum at ≈ 2.02 Å, slightly

smaller than the Rmin value for iodine (2.15 Å) and slightly larger than rstd (1.98 Å for both

PARSE and mbondi sets, see Table S1) meaning that for several molecules, dX· · ·EP > rstd.

For the brominated dataset, the distances that led to the best fit to the QM are in a range

of 0.72–2.40 Å, with a peak occurring at ≈ 2.02 Å, similar to the Rmin value for bromine

(2.02 Å) and larger than the standard PB radius (1.85 Å). The behavior of the chlorinated

set is different as the dX· · ·EP values are evenly distributed around the maximum occurring at

1.42 Å (range 0.74-1.97 Å), a value much smaller than the Rmin for chlorine (1.948 Å) and the

standard PB radius (1.70 Å). These results show that placing the EP at Rmin in iodinated

and brominated compounds (as in EP1 model) might not introduce larger errors on the

fit of the ESP when compared with the reference potential, while for chlorinated molecules,

shorter distances than Rmin appear to reduce the mentioned error. Given the different size

of the datasets, this issue must be further investigated, however, it is out of the scope of this

manuscript.

In order to optimize the halogen PB radii, these were systematically varied for all com-

pounds while using point charges derived for model EP2 , and the MAE values against

experimental values were calculated (Figure 3). The plot reflects the non-constant nature
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Figure 3: Variation of the MAE values with the halogen radius for each subset of halogenated
compounds with an addition of an EP based in model EP2 using PBSA setups pb1 , pb2 ,
and pb3 .

of the X· · ·EP distances in model EP2 . As we have shown before,38 when the halogen PB

radius is equal to the X· · ·EP distance, an asymptotic-like behavior in the error is observed.

Therefore, several error peaks are observed whenever PB radii = dX· · ·EP for a given com-

pound. These errors may result from instabilities associated with a point charge being placed
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at the interface between the two-dielectric media. In spite the occurrence of these peaks,

all curves show a minimum corresponding to an optimal halogen PB radius (ropt) that min-

imizes the MAE. The values are presented in Table 2 along with the MAEs obtained using

rstd values. Using standard radii leads to considerably larger errors (up to c.a. 6 kcal mol−1

Table 2: MAE (kcal mol−1) values obtained with standard (rstd) and optimized (ropt) halogen
radii (Å) for each subset of halogenated compounds with the addition of an EP using EP2
model for PBSA setups pb1 , pb2 , and pb3 .

Halogen rstd
pb1 pb2 pb3

MAEstd MAEopt(ropt) MAEstd MAEopt(ropt) MAEstd MAEopt(ropt)

Cl 1.70 4.201 1.579 (2.42) 2.923 1.172 (2.03) 3.686 1.059 (2.33)

Br 1.85 2.812 0.901 (2.50) 2.025 0.712 (2.33) 2.302 0.647 (2.49)

I 1.98 6.218 0.583 (2.73) 5.631 0.819 (2.54) 5.795 0.654 (2.64)

for pb1 in the iodine dataset) than those obtained using the optimized values for which the

larger MAE is c.a. 1.6 kcal mol−1 using pb1 for chlorine, thus showing the importance of

the halogen radii optimization in this context.

The setup that lead to lower MAE values for iodinated compounds was pb1 , with an

MAE value of 0.583 kcal mol−1, although pb3 yields competitive results (0.654 kcal mol−1).

This latter setup achieved better results (0.647 kcal mol−1 and 1.059 kcal mol−1) for bromi-

nated and chlorinated compounds, respectively. Moreover, for this latter dataset, larger

MAEs were observed for all setups, which was also verified in the previous study,38 and is

related to the larger sample size (107 compounds).

The ropt values follow the expected order of increasing atomic number (Cl < Br < I) in

all the setups and are larger than the corresponding Rmin, which is coherent with the results

obtained in a previous work38 for EP1 . Indeed, comparing the EP2 results with those

reported for EP1 , both the ropt values and MAEs are quite similar.

The correlation between the calculated and experimental ∆Gsolv values can be obtained
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using ropt values (EP2 , Figure 4). For all the setups, the correlations are high, although
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Figure 4: Correlation between experimental an calculated ∆Gsolv values for each subset of
halogenated compounds with with EP2 model. The inset shows the resulting Kendall τ ,
Spearman rank correlation, and Pearson R correlation coefficients.

slightly lower for chlorinated compounds, which is consistent with the MAE values obtained.

Additionally, the majority of the compounds possess an absolute deviation below 2 kcal mol−1

(Figure S1 and Figure S2), with higher deviations obtained for chlorinated compounds, as
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expected. These plots also show that the magnitude of the MAE is not concomitant with

a systematic over/underestimation of ∆Gsolv as the signed difference between calculated

(∆Gsolv(calc)) and the experimental values (∆Gsolv(exp)) is reasonably distributed around

0.

Although the ability to predict ∆Gsolv significantly varies with the PBSA method, some

compounds are particularly difficult to tackle. For instance, in the iodinated set, 2-iodophenol

presents the largest deviations (−4.48 to −2.55 kcal mol−1). This systematic overestimation

also occurs in a brominated analogue, 4-bromophenol (deviations up to −2.99 kcal mol−1).

As before,38 the largest outlier is the chlorinated compound dialifor, the ∆Gsolv values being

highly overestimated especially when using the pb1 setup (−9.14 kcal mol−1 deviation).

Notice that the difficulties regarding the prediction of the hydration free energy of this com-

pound was observed in other studies,71,72 which can be associated with the presence of polar

functional groups such as triophosphate, and also by a significant conformational floppiness.

Overall, using default radii leads to larger errors and therefore ropt values should be used

instead. When comparing the three tested PBSA setups, pb3 setup is recommended under

optimized conditions.

Off-center point-charge model EP3

Contrarily to EP2 , in model EP3 the values for the distances and charges of the EP

are fixed (Table 1).29 Thus, in the plots depicting the variation of the MAE against the PB

radius of the halogen (Figure 5), error peaks are observed at 1.00 Å, 1.30 Å, and 1.60 Å,

for chlorinated, brominated, and iodinate compounds, respectively. As explained before,

these peaks occur when the PB radius value is equal to the X· · ·EP distance (dX· · ·EP) and

the overall shape of the curves resemble those obtained with EP1 where a fixed X· · ·EP

distance (equal to Rmin) was also used,38 although the peaks obtained herein are broader,

specially for iodine.

In Table 3, the MAE values obtained for both rstd and ropt are summarized. For iodinated
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Figure 5: Variation of the MAE values with the halogen radius for each subset of halogenated
compounds with an addition of an EP based in model EP3 using PBSA setups pb1 , pb2 ,
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Table 3: MAE (kcal mol−1) values obtained with standard (rstd) and optimized (ropt) halogen
radii (Å) for each subset of halogenated compounds with the addition of an EP using EP3
model for PBSA setups pb1 , pb2 , and pb3 .

Halogen rstd
pb1 pb2 pb3

MAEstd MAEopt(ropt) MAEstd MAEopt(ropt) MAEstd MAEopt(ropt)

Cl 1.70 2.281 1.648 (2.13) 1.525 1.352 (1.89) 1.766 1.273 (2.17)

Br 1.85 4.564 1.034 (2.60) 3.639 0.924 (2.41) 4.067 1.069 (2.80)

I 1.98 15.92 0.869 (3.07) 14.89 1.074 (2.87) 15.33 1.131 (3.10)

molecules, the errors obtained using rstd values were significantly large (> c.a. 15 kcal mol−1)

for all tested PBSA setups. This is caused by the fact that rstd is located very near the

broad error peak. Thus, the standard PB radii for iodine (1.98 Å) along with and a X· · ·EP

distance of 1.6 Å without charge refitting is not recommended in spite of the distances fulfill

the criterion of placing the off-center point-charge inside the solute dielectric (ropt > dX· · ·EP),

again, highlighting the importance of the halogen PB radii optimization. Indeed, by using

the optimized iodine PB radii, much lower MAE values (c.a. 1 kcal mol−1) are obtained. For

brominated molecules, the MAE values obtained using standard PB radii are also relatively

large (c.a. 4 kcal mol−1) whereas, noticeably, those obtained for the chlorinated database are

not particularly high (≈ 2 kcal mol−1) since rstd is substantially far from the broad error peak

located a 1.00 Å (Figure 5). Nonetheless, the MAE values decrease, specially in brominated

molecules, when optimized halogen PB radii are used.

Again, for all the PBSA setups, the ropt values follow the expected order of increasing

atomic number (Cl < Br < I) and the setup that leads to lower MAE errors is dependent on

the halogen set. For iodinated molecules, pb1 performs better (MAE = 0.869 kcal mol−1),

while for brominated and chlorinated, pb2 an pb3 yield better results (0.924 kcal mol−1

and 1.273 kcal mol−1, respectively). These are, however, slightly higher than those obtained

for EP2 in this work and for EP1 in an earlier study,38 although still acceptable, specially
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taking into account that in model EP3 the charges are not specifically fitted with the

EP. Nonetheless, a recommendation of the PBSA flavour that should be used with this

off-center point charge model is not evident. By plotting the calculated and experimental

∆Gsolv values under optimized conditions (Figure 5), the correlations are high, which was

expected considering the low MAE values. However, pb3 yields higher rank correlations for

all halogens when compared with pb1 and pb2 . It is also noteworthy to mention that our

library of compounds qualitatively mimics the amount of each halogenated species present

in the majority of databases, i.e. a huge presence of chlorinated molecules in relation to

iodinated molecules. If we consider the weighted average of the MAEs for each setup (x̄ =

1.489 kcal mol−1 for pb1 ; x̄ = 1.264 kcal mol−1 for pb2 ; x̄ = 1.230 kcal mol−1 for pb3 ),

and the mentioned correlations (Figure 5) the latter one performs the best. As for EP2 , no

obvious systematic over/underestimation of ∆Gsolv is observed regardless of the used method

(Figure S3 and Figure S4).

We also checked for systematic deviations on each setup/halogenated database. Again

2-iodophenol was the compound that yielded higher deviations (−5.60 to −3.58 kcal mol−1),

independently of the PBSA setup, while for brominated species, 4-bromophenol and bromacil

are constantly ranked in the higher deviations (up to −2.94 kcal mol−1 and −5.13 kcal mol−1,

respectively). Once more in the chlorinated dataset, the calculated ∆Gsolv values for dialifor

were considerably more negative than the experimental ones resulting in a high deviation

(up to −9.39 kcal mol−1 in pb1 ).

Off-center point-charge model EP4

In order to test an off-center point-charge model out of the scope of AMBER/GAFF39

such as EP2 and EP3 , and given the similarity of the AMBER force field energy functional

form with that of CHARMM,65 we also performed an optimization of the halogen PB radii

in the context of this latter force field. Indeed, recently, the CHARMM General Force Field

(CGenFF) was updated with positively-charged virtual particles to describe halogen bonds30
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Figure 6: Correlation between experimental an calculated ∆Gsolv values for each subset of
halogenated compounds with with EP3 model. The inset shows the resulting Kendall τ ,
Spearman rank correlation, and Pearson R correlation coefficients.
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with fixed charges (qEP) and distances (dX· · ·EP) as summarized in Table 1. Although our set

of halogenated molecules is diverse, it is important to notice that the optimization was based

on interactions in model systems of halobenzenes and therefore, the strategy of porting the

parameters to other molecules should be subject of further analysis. The variations of the

MAEs with halogen radius using PBSA setup pb4 is depicted in Figure 7. Not surprisingly,
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Figure 7: Variation of the MAE values with the halogen radius for each subset of halogenated
compounds with an addition of an EP based in model EP4 using PBSA setup pb4 .

the behavior of the curves is quite similar to the one observed for EP3 (this work) and EP1

(reference 38) where fixed dX· · ·EP values are used. When the PB radius = dX· · ·EP, an error

peak is observed while a minimum is observed at PB radius > dX· · ·EP. Table 4 reports the

MAEs for obtained with rstd along with those obtained with ropt. Recall that while for the

remainder elements CHARMM-compatible radii were used,69,70 for the halogens their Rmin

value was used as rstd. Surprisingly, for chlorine, the standard radii (1.86 Å) is extremely

similar to the optimized one (1.84 Å), yielding MAEs of ≈ 1.5 kcal mol−1. For bromine, radii

optimization leads to a slight improvement of the MAE values whereas for iodine, a large

improvement of about 3 orders of magnitude is observed upon optimization owing to the fact

that rstd (2.24 Å) is almost overlapping with dX· · ·EP (2.20 Å). A strong linear correlation

between calculated and experimental values (Figure 8) is obtained for iodine and bromine
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Table 4: MAE (kcal mol−1) values obtained with standard (rstd) and optimized (ropt)halogen
radii (Å) for each subset of halogenated compounds with the addition of an EP using EP4
model for PBSA setup pb4

Halogen rstd
pb4

MAEstd MAEopt(ropt)

Cl 1.86 1.552 1.535 (1.84)

Br 1.98 1.816 1.148 (2.12)

I 2.24 4.120 1.392 (2.37)

with Pearson correlation coefficients > 0.9, tough a degradation of the monotonic character

of the relationship is observed (lower Spearman rank correlation coefficients). For chlorine,
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Figure 8: Correlation between experimental an calculated ∆Gsolv values for each subset of
halogenated compounds with with EP4 model and pb4 PBSA setup. The inset shows the
resulting Kendall τ , Spearman rank correlation, and Pearson R correlation coefficients.

the linear correlation (0.76) is the worse amongst tested PBSA setups and EP models and

the same degradation of the monotonic character is observed.

Opposed to what was observed in the previous sections, using EP4 along with PBSA

setup pb4 leads to an underestimation of the calculated values when the experimental ∆Gsolv

values are highly negative (Figure S5). Moreover, while for chlorine and bromine the dif-
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ference between ∆Gsolv(calc) and ∆Gsolv(exp) values is reasonably distributed around 0,

for iodine the distribution is tilted towards positive values (Figure S6) owing to a large

underestimation of ∆Gsolv for 2-iodophenol (experimental −6.20 kcal mol−1 vs calculated

−3.19 kcal mol−1) and 5-iodouracil (experimental −18.72 kcal mol−1 vs −11.39 kcal mol−1).

For brominated compounds the largest deviation is observed for 5-bromouracil (an under-

estimation of c.a. 7 kcal mol−1) whereas 4-bromophenol and bromacil which were difficult

cases using the previous EP models/PBSA setups are now nicely predicted (deviations of

−0.79 kcal mol−1 and −0.89 kcal mol−1, respectively). For chlorinated molecules, the dif-

ficult case of dialifor has only a moderate deviation (−3.82 kcal mol−1) specially taking

into account the deviations found in the other EP models while the largest outlier is now

trichloronitromethane (experimental −1.45 kcal mol−1, calculated −9.67 kcal mol−1).

Conclusions

In classical force field methods, the σ–hole of halogen atoms is often emulated using an

off-center point-charge (EP) placed along the R–X bond. The inclusion of this EP might

introduce artifacts in the Poisson–Boltzman calculation if the EP is placed at the dielectric

interface separating the solute (treated explicitly) and solvent media (treated implicitly),

i.e., if the halogen PB radius is equal to the X–EP distance (dX· · ·EP).38 Moreover, standard

halogen PB radii (rstd) found in the literature can be smaller than dX· · ·EP, thus yielding a

non-realistic model where the EP is placed in the solvent dielectric. This occurs specially for

models placing the off-center point-charge at a fixed distance corresponding to the Lennard-

Jones parameter Rmin
26 as suggested for AMBER/GAFF (herein termed EP1 ), for which

a set of compatible halogen PB radii were previously provided.38

Since other EP models with diverse dX· · ·EP values and associated charged sets exist, a

need for parameters for such models is paramount. In the scope of AMBER/GAFF we se-

lected two different models, one with variable dX· · ·EP values, selected according to the best fit
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to a reference quantum-mechanical electrostatic potential (EP2 )27 and another (EP3 ) with

a fixed dX· · ·EP value and EP charge (qEP).29 By taking a set of 142 halogenated compounds

for which experimental ∆Gsolv values are known, we conducted a PB radii optimization using

three different PBSA calculation setups. Owing to the variable nature of dX· · ·EP in EP2 the

variation of the mean absolute errors (MAEs) with the halogen radius shows several error

peaks whenever dX· · ·EP = PB radius for a given compound. Nonetheless, minima could be

located and the optimized radii provide MAE values substantially lower than those obtained

in standard conditions. Using the best performing PBSA setup which treats the attractive

and repulsive interactions separately in the calculation of ∆Gnonpolar (pb3 ), the largest error

was c.a. 1 kcal mol−1 for chlorine, the method also providing excellent linear correlations

between calculated and experimental values. The optimized radii and respective MAE val-

ues are extremly similar to those obtained for EP1 38 which is explained by the fact that

the distribution of dX· · ·EP values in model EP2 possesses maxima values very close to Rmin

(where the EP is placed in EP1 ). For EP3 model, a single but broad error peak occurs at

dX· · ·EP = PB radius, with pb3 also being recommended. The optimized radii for this model

are different from those obtained earlier with EP1 and EP2 in this work and the errors

under optimized conditions are slightly larger but still acceptable (MAEs < 1.3 kcal mol−1

using pb3 ).

Aiming at expanding the range of force fields, we also provide the first optimized halogen

PB radii that can be used in the context of the CHARMM General Force Field (CGenFF)

which was recently updated to include positively-charged virtual particles to describe halo-

gen bonds (EP4 ).30 Since no standard PB radii were available for halogens, we initially

took the Rmin values as placeholders for rstd. Surprisingly, for chlorine, the Rmin value is a

good approximation for the PB radii as the optimized one is similar (1.86 Å and 1.84 Å, re-

spectively), yielding similar MAE values (c.a. 1.5 kcal mol−1), while for bromine and iodine,

the ropt are slightly larger than rstd, providing smaller MAE values (c.a. 1.1 kcal mol−1 and

1.4 kcal mol−1, respectively).
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A correct description of halogen bonds is extremely important in the context of computer-

aided drug design21 and the above EP models were developed to tackle this issue. However,

the discussion of which model/force field performs better for such task is out of the scope

of this manuscript but it could depend on the target system. After an appropriate choice

of the off-center point-charge model to perform MM/MD simulations, we now provide the

user with reliable parameters to perform PBSA calculations when halogenated compounds

are involved which could prove very useful in the context of virtual screening.
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Table S1: Summary of atomic radii (rstd; in Å) commonly used in (MM-)PBSA calculations
for each radii set (PARSES1 or mbondiS2) together with the respective Rmin values.a These
radii sets are commonly used in AMBER/GAFF MD simulations.

GAFF atom typeb PARSE mbondi Rmin

h1 1.00 1.30 1.3870

h2 1.00 1.30 1.2870

h3 1.00 1.30 1.1870

h4 1.00 1.30 1.4090

ha 1.00 1.30 1.4590

hc 1.00 1.30 1.4870

hn 1.00 1.30 0.6000

ho 1.00 0.80 0.0000

c, c2, c3, ca, cc, cd, ce, cg, cp 1.70 1.70 1.9080

n, n1, nb, nc, nh, no 1.50 1.55 1.8240

o 1.40 1.50 1.6612

oh 1.40 1.50 1.7210

os 1.40 1.50 1.6837

f 1.50 1.50 1.7500

p5 1.85c 1.85 2.1000

s, s4, ss 1.85 1.80 2.0000

cl 1.70c 1.70 1.9480

br 1.85d 1.85d 2.0200

i 1.98d 1.98d 2.1500

EP 0.00 0.00 0.0000

a The atomic radii are those available in AmberTools17S3 and as-
signed by default by the leap tool, unless otherwise mentioned.

b GAFFS4 atom types as in Amber16.S3
c Corrected from a default value of 1.50 Å, assigned by the leap

tool, to the mbondi value.
d Corrected from a default value of 1.50 Å, assigned by the leap

tool, to the original radius by BondiS5 as suggested in the liter-
ature.S6,S7
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Table S2: Off-center point-charge model EP2 : dX· · ·EP (Å) obtained for chlorinated com-
pounds.

Compound ID IUPAC Name dX· · ·EP
mobley 1034539 1,2,3,4-tetrachloro-5-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)benzene 1.46
mobley 1079207 1,3-dichlorobenzene 1.29
mobley 1178614 2-chlorophenol 1.39
mobley 1231151 2-chloropropane 1.34
mobley 1278715 hexachloroethane 1.49
mobley 1328465 1,1,2-trichloroethane 1.57
mobley 1396156 pentachloronitrobenzene 1.48
mobley 1417007 captan 1.44
mobley 1469079 2,3-dichlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 1.50
mobley 1760914 1-chloro-2-methyl-benzene 1.41
mobley 1838110 1,1,2-trichloro-1,2,2-trifluoro-ethane 1.41
mobley 1849020 (4-chlorophenyl)sulfanylmethylsulfanyl-diethoxy-thioxo-l5-phosphane 1.30
mobley 1855337 1,2,3,5-tetrachlorobenzene 1.47
mobley 1857976 1,2-dichloroethane 1.66
mobley 1893815 1,1,1,2-tetrachloroethane 1.37
mobley 1893937 1-chlorohexane 1.57
mobley 1977493 1-chloropropane 1.55
mobley 2023925 2-chloro-2-(difluoromethoxy)-1,1,1-trifluoro-ethane 1.52
mobley 2178600 1-chloro-pentane 1.58
mobley 2198613 chloroethane 1.59
mobley 2481002 trichloro(nitro)methane 1.19
mobley 2484519 benzyl chloride 1.97**
mobley 2489709 1,2-dichlorobenzene 1.34
mobley 2492140 1,1,1,2,2-pentachloroethane 1.43
mobley 2493732 1,1-dichloroethylene 1.46
mobley 2518989 dialifor 1.76
mobley 2523689 5-Amino-4-chloro-2-phenylpyridazin-3(2H)-one 1.42
mobley 2681549 1,3,5-trichlorobenzene 1.39
mobley 2789243 3-chloropyridine 1.09
mobley 2844990 1,2,3,7-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 1.54
mobley 2845466 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 1.49
mobley 2960202 1,2,3,4,7,8-hexachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 1.56
mobley 2996632 chloroform 1.26
mobley 3169935 2-chloroaniline 1.36
mobley 3265457 2-chlorosyringaldehyde 1.49
mobley 3269819 1,2,3,4-tetrachloro-5-(3,4,5-trichlorophenyl)benzene 1.48
mobley 3425174 chloro-fluoro-methane 1.74
mobley 3589456 2-chloro-1,1,1-trimethoxy-ethane 1.53
mobley 3639400 1-chlorobutane 1.67
* dX· · ·EP larger than Rmin. The values obtained for Rmin = 1.948 Å were attributed instead.
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Table S2 cont.

Compound ID IUPAC Name dX· · ·EP
mobley 3761215 1,1,1-trichloroethane 1.30
mobley 3762186 dichloromethane 1.70
mobley 3976574 1,2,3,4,7-pentachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 1.58
mobley 3980099 1,2,3-trichlorobenzene 1.40
mobley 3999471 1,1-dichloroethane 1.36
mobley 4149784 2,7-dichlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 1.43
mobley 4219614 1,2,3,4-tetrachlorobenzene 1.48
mobley 4291494 2-chloropyridine 0.74
mobley 4338603 6-chlorouracil 1.00
mobley 4395315 4-chloro-3-methyl-phenol 1.47
mobley 4434915 chloromethane 1.95
mobley 4465023 (Z)-1,2-dichloroethylene 1.83
mobley 4553008 1,4-dichlorobenzene 1.27
mobley 4603202 1-chloro-2-(2-chloroethoxy)ethane 1.64
mobley 468867 heptachlor 1.22
mobley 4699732 1,2-dichloropropane 1.60
mobley 4845722 hexachlorobenzene 1.58
mobley 4850657 methanesulfonyl 1.27
mobley 5286200 1,4-dichlorobutane 1.59
mobley 5347550 2,2-dichloro-1,1-difluoro-1-methoxy-ethane 1.53
mobley 5371840 2-chlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 1.42
mobley 5456566 1,2,3,4,5-pentachloro-6-(2,3,4,5,6-pentachlorophenyl)benzene 1.43
mobley 5510474 1,2,3,4-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 1.59
mobley 5538249 1,3,5-trichloro-2-phenyl-benzene 1.31
mobley 5561855 1,3,5-trichloro-2-(2,6-dichlorophenyl)benzene 1.34
mobley 5952846 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethylene 1.49
mobley 6190089 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane 1.49
mobley 6195751 2,6-dichlorosyringaldehyde 1.49
mobley 6235784 2-chlorobutane 1.39
mobley 6257907 3-chloroaniline 1.24
mobley 628951 1,3-dichloro-2-(2,6-dichlorophenyl)benzene 1.27
mobley 6334915 (1R)-2,2,2-trichloro-1-dimethoxyphosphoryl-ethanol 1.23
mobley 6359135 carbon tetrachloride 0.87
mobley 6359156 1,4-dichloro-2-phenyl-benzene 1.26
mobley 6474572 chloroethylene 1.70
mobley 6522117 2-chloro-1-(2,4-dichlorophenyl)ethenyl 1.47
mobley 667278 1,2,3,4-tetrachloro-5-(2,3,4-trichlorophenyl)benzene 1.46
mobley 6688723 3,5-dichloro-2,6-dimethoxyphenol 1.54
mobley 6733657 chlordane 1.16
* dX· · ·EP larger than Rmin. The values obtained for Rmin = 1.948 Å were attributed instead.
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Table S2 cont.

Compound ID IUPAC Name dX· · ·EP
mobley 6804509 1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene 1.46
mobley 6929123 methyl 2-chloroacetate 1.72
mobley 7047032 2-chloro-2-methyl-propane 1.22
mobley 7066554 4-chlorophenol 1.25
mobley 7099614 3-chloroprop-1-ene 1.79
mobley 7157427 1-chloroheptane 1.61
mobley 7239499 1-chlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 1.43
mobley 7326706 chlorpyrifos 1.33
mobley 7463408 N-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)propanimidic 1.42
mobley 7608462 chlorobenzene 1.15
mobley 766666 1,1,2-trichloroethylene 1.49
mobley 7814642 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene 1.39
mobley 8057732 3-chlorophenol 1.26
mobley 8124669 alachlor 1.47
mobley 8191186 2-chloro-1,1,1-trifluoro-ethane 1.87
mobley 8208692 1,2,3,4-tetrachloro-5-(2,3,4,6-tetrachlorophenyl)benzene 1.45
mobley 8311303 1,2,4,5-tetrachloro-3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)benzene 1.43
mobley 8311321 chloro-difluoro-methane 1.48
mobley 8723116 4-chloroaniline 1.26
mobley 8823527 1,2,3-trichloro-5-(2,5-dichlorophenyl)benzene 1.41
mobley 8827942 1,2,4-trichlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 1.56
mobley 9257453 3,4-dichlorophenol 1.40
mobley 9510785 1,2,3,4-tetrachloro-5-phenyl-benzene 1.46
mobley 9557440 5-chlorouracil 1.13
mobley 9624458 1,3-dichloropropane 1.72
mobley 9717937 1-chloro-2-phenyl-benzene 1.10
mobley 9740891 dichlobenil 1.20
mobley 9821936 1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9-octachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 1.56
mobley 9913368 (E)-1,2-dichloroethylene 1.54
* dX· · ·EP larger than Rmin. The values obtained for Rmin = 1.948 Å were attributed instead.
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Table S3: Off-center point-charge model EP2 : dX· · ·EP (Å) obtained for brominated com-
pounds.

Compound ID IUPAC Name dX· · ·EP
mobley 1733799 4-bromophenol 1.03
mobley 1792062 1,2-dibromoethane 1.85
mobley 1905088 benzyl-bromide 2.41**
mobley 194273 bromacil 1.47
mobley 2517158 1-bromoheptane 2.09**
mobley 2802855 1-bromobutane 2.16**
mobley 3738859 1-bromo-pentane 2.05**
mobley 4039055 5-bromouracil 0.75
mobley 4494568 1-bromo-4-methyl-benzene 1.10
mobley 627267 1-bromo-2-methyl-propane 1.97
mobley 7150646 1,4-dibromobenzene 1.12
mobley 7578802 bromoform 1.63
mobley 7599023 bromobenzene 0.72
mobley 7708038 1-bromopropane 1.90
mobley 7732703 bromo-trifluoro-methane 1.32
mobley 7769613 2-bromo-2-methyl-propane 1.34
mobley 8685905 2-bromo-1,1,1,2-tetrafluoro-ethane 1.97
mobley 8983100 bromomethane 2.40**
mobley 9015240 1-bromooctane 2.04**
mobley 9246351 dibromomethane 2.20**
mobley 929676 1-bromohexane 2.00
mobley 9434451 2-bromopropane 1.44
mobley 994483 bromoethane 1.88
* dX· · ·EP larger than Rmin. The values obtained for Rmin = 2.02 Å

were attributed instead.
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Table S4: Off-center point-charge model EP2 : dX· · ·EP (Å) obtained for iodinated com-
pounds.

Compound ID IUPAC Name dX· · ·EP
mobley 1107178 iodoethane 1.95
mobley 1199854 1-iodopropane 1.91
mobley 210639 2-iodopropane 1.60
mobley 2727678 5-iodouracil 1.23
mobley 3398536 iodobenzene 1.25
mobley 4364398 iodomethane 2.41**
mobley 4759887 1-iodoheptane 2.01
mobley 6250025 1-iodohexane 1.96
mobley 664966 diiodomethane 2.08
mobley 8525830 1-iodopentane 1.96
mobley 8772587 1-iodobutane 2.06
mobley 8789465 2-iodophenol 1.41
* dX· · ·EP larger than Rmin. The values obtained

for Rmin = 2.15 Å were attributed instead.
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Table S5: Summary of atomic radii from Nina or Banavali et alS8,S9 (rstd; in Å) used for
CHARMM/CGenFF MD simulations.

CGenFF atom type radii

FGA2 1.63a

FGA3 1.60a

BRG* 1.98a

CLG* 1.86a

IG* 2.24a

CG1N1, CG2D1, CG2D1O, CG2D2, CG2DC1, CG2O1,
CG2O2, CG2O4, CG2R51, CG2R53, CG2R61, CG2R62,
CG2R63, CG2R67, CG301, CG302, CG311, CG312,
CG321, CG322, CG331, CG3C50, CG3C51, CG3C52, CG3RC1

2.46b

CG2RC0 2.12c

NG1T1, NG2O1, NG2R51, NG2R53, NG2R60, NG2R61,
NG2R62, NG2R67; NG2S0, NG2S3

2.30d

NG2S1 2.23e

OG2D1, OG2N1, OG301, OG302, OG303, OG311,
OG312, OG3R60

1.64b

OG2D4 1.60c

OG2P1 1.49c

HG 0.00b

PG0 2.35c

SG* 2.00b

LPH 0.00

a The Rmin value was used.
b From reference S8.
c From reference S9.
d Default N value
e Default backbone N value.
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Table S6: Summary of the three PBSA calculation setups investigated in this work

setup radii set(s) ∆Gnonpolar γ β

pb1 PARSE γ SASA + β 0.00542 0.9200

pb2 mbondi γ SASA + β 0.00720 0.0000

pb3 mbondi + Rmin
a γ SAV + β + ∆Gdispersion 0.03780 −0.5692

pb4 Nina / Banavali et al.b γ SASA + β 0.00500 0.0000

a The mbondi radii set is used in the ∆Gpolar calculation while the value corresponding
to Rmin in GAFFS4 is used for the calculation of ∆Gnonpolar.

b From references S8,S9.
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Figure S1: Experimental free energies of hydration (∆Gsolv(exp)) plotted against the dif-
ference between the PBSA-calculated values (∆Gsolv(calc)) and the experimental values
(∆Gsolv(exp)) for each subset of halogenated compounds and for each PBSA setup. The
calculated values were obtained with an EP placed using EP2 model and using optimized
halogen radii.
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Figure S2: Histogram of the difference between the PBSA-calculated values (∆Gsolv(calc))
and the experimental values (∆Gsolv(exp)) for each subset of halogenated compounds and
for each PBSA setup. The calculated values were obtained with an EP placed using EP2
model and optimized halogen radii.
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Figure S3: Experimental free energies of hydration (∆Gsolv(exp)) plotted against the dif-
ference between the PBSA-calculated values (∆Gsolv(calc)) and the experimental values
(∆Gsolv(exp)) for each subset of halogenated compounds and for each PBSA setup. The
calculated values were obtained with an EP placed using EP3 model and optimized halo-
gen radii.
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Figure S4: Histogram of the difference between the PBSA-calculated values (∆Gsolv(calc))
and the experimental values (∆Gsolv(exp)) for each subset of halogenated compounds and
for each PBSA setup. The calculated values were obtained with an EP placed using EP3
and optimized halogen radii.
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Figure S5: Experimental free energies of hydration (∆Gsolv(exp)) plotted against the dif-
ference between the PBSA-calculated values (∆Gsolv(calc)) and the experimental values
(∆Gsolv(exp)) for each subset of halogenated compounds using pb4 PBSA setup. The cal-
culated values were obtained with an EP placed using EP4 model and optimized halogen
radii.
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Figure S6: Histogram of the difference between the PBSA-calculated values (∆Gsolv(calc))
and the experimental values (∆Gsolv(exp)) for each subset of halogenated compounds and
using PBSA setup pb4 . The calculated values were obtained with an EP placed using EP4
model and optimized halogen radii.
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